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4. INTEGRAL SYSTEMS OF 
EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INTEGRAL ECONOMICS OF MAN  
 

Integration of different knowledge is one of major methods of 

cognition of outward things. Yet the great ancient Greek thinker 

Aristotle integrated in the encyclopaedic working all knowledge of the 

modern to him ancient world [Aristotle, 1837]. The largest thinker of 

Ancient China Confucius underlined that in the cognition of outward 

things he "only linked everything together" [Confucius, 1996].  

The founder of a general theory of systems, Austrian biologist 

Ludwig van Bertalanffy (1901-1972) dreamed to distinguish in all 

phenomena and processes the systems and then to unite them 

[Bertalanffy, 1968, pp. 335 - 340]. The new systems which are 

worked out by us and named as "integral" summarize all most 

essential systems which are needed for the most effective 

development of integral economics. The integral systems were 

developed by us during many years. It was succeeded to integrate the 

systems of major methods and models in paper "To systems analysis - 

system of methods" in 1978 and in subsequent years and all other 

systems of the single integral system [Ковалевский Г.В., 1978, pp. 

35-43] (more detailed see our works: [Ковалевский Г.В., 1989, pp. 

150-180];[Ковалевский Г.В., 2005, pp. 57-67];[Ковалевский Г.В., 

2010, pp.29- 37] et al). 

The integral system is a complex of the organically 

associated, purposefully formed and used elements, local systems 

which are intended for the solving of major problems of economic 
and social spheres of life of a human being. 
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The recommended integral system (Si) integrates all integral 

systems which are needed for effective development of an economy: 

Si = {{S1} → {S2} →{S3} →{S4}→{S5}→ {S6}→{S7} →{S8} →{S9} 
→{S10} →{S11} →{S12}→{S13} →{S14} →{S15}} ,                           (4.1) 

where Si is the integral system of effective development of 

economy; {S1},{S2}, …,{S15} are fifteen integral systems of the single 

integral system of effective development of  economy; {is a sign of 

great number of elements in every system (including the great number 

of intercommunications of elements, great number of properties, 

intervals); → sign of direction (order, vector) of development and use 

of each of 15 integral systems.  

We describe each of the 15 integral systems: 

1. {S1} is the system of goals. This is the first in importance and 

in the sequence of development local system, which is necessary for 

efficient development of an economy. The system of goals is a 

complex, which includes major general for the whole system goal and 

also local goals of the first, second, third and other levels of 

importance. As a general final goal of a human economy development 

we assumed maximally possible value of economic and social 

efficiency of development per capita. 

2. {S2} the system of applied resources. This is the second, in 

the order of development, local system of the single integral system. 

Resources for efficient economic development are separated on two 

parts: 1) non-produced resources (natural resources); 2) produced 

resources (produced with usage of natural resources).  

3. {S3} – the system of limitations. When solving any problem, 

it is essential to assign limiting values of available capacities 

(financial, legal etc.). 

4. {S4} the system of priorities. There are priorities in selection 

of goals, resources, types of goods, directions of financing etc. 
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5. {S5} – the system of information. This system includes: 1) 

the subsystem of communications tools (computer systems, integral 

system of software, wire and wireless lines etc.); 2) the subsystem of 

personnel; 3) the subsystem of information users; 4) the 
subsystem of criterions (tests) for selection of the most important 

information (for realization of assigned goals {S1}); 5) the subsystem 

of data acquisition methods (Internet, call-in and questionnaire polls, 

private interview, self-interview, statistical sampling, financial and tax 

accountancy etc.); 6) the subsystem of the most important 

integrating information ; commonly this information is fixed as the 

most important summarizing indexes, which maximally accurately 

and correctly characterize the modeled phenomena and processes (for 

example, as indicators). 

6. {S6} the system of obtained information analysis. This 

system integrates: 1) the subsystem of models of the previously 

selected summarizing indexes (indicators); 2) the subsystem of 
analysis methods for previously developed summarizing indexes, 

models. The basic methods of analysis of information are considered 

in a previous chapter 3 "The newest methods of integral economics"; 

3) the subsystem of economic analysis results; these results can be 

presented as absolute “balances” (in USD, EURO, natural, conditional 

and other units of measure), and also in relative units of measure (in 

percents of the most important factors influences on selected 

generalizing indexes (indicators). 

7. {S7} the system of personnel professionalism level. This 

system integrates the level of economic development provision with 

necessary knowledge and skills of personnel. It is rational, for 

simplification of valuation, to take as generalizing indicator of 

professionalism the index of this professionalism effectiveness – 
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productivity of labor per capita (the output of goods or services per 

capita during a period of time).  

8. {S8} the system of legal (juridical) development support of 

efficient human development. For example, legal (juridical) support 

of all developing projects, programs, forecasts and different events 

with optimal laws and other legislative acts for efficient development 

of European economy. 

9. {S9} the system of psychological support of efficient human 

development. For example, support of psychological compatibility. 

10. {S10} the system of initial programs (plans) and forecasts 
for efficient development of human economy. For example, there is 

efficient development of European economy. 

11. {S11} the system of trial implementation of developed 
programs and actions for efficient development of economy. For 

example, there is trial implementation of new products, services, 

events. A part of faults can’t be detected preliminary, without trial 

implementation at all.  

12. {S12} the system of final optimized programs and actions. 

This system integrates, generalizes results of two previous systems - 

the system of initial programs {S10} and the system of trial 

implementation {S11} on new, improved level. 

13. {S13} the system of implementation. This system integrates 

managerial, financial, juridical and other actions, which are directed 

to implementation of final projects, programs, forecasts and actions 

for efficient development of human economy. 

14. {S14} the system of control over realization of assigned 

goals (results) in development and implementation of final projects, 

programs, forecasts and actions for efficient development of human 

economy. 
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15. {S15} the system of results. Obtained results are fixed as a 

system of executed targeted indicators of economic and social 

efficiency of human economy development.  

Every subsequent integral system integrates the results of all 

previous integral systems of the single integral system (4.1). For 

example, integral system of final projects, programs and measures 

{ S12} integrates the results of all previous integral systems, since the 

first integral system – the system of goals {S1} and concluding the 

system of trial implementation of the originally developed projects, 

programs and measures {S11}, id est.: 

{S1} → {S2} →{S3} →{S4}→{S5}→ {S6}→{S7} →{S8} →{S9} 
→{S10} →{S11} →{S12},                                                                (4.2) 

Where → is a sign of direction of order of development, 

integration and use of every integral system. 

The integral system (4.1) includes all 15 major integral systems, 

which are needed for effective development of economy of a country, 

a region, a city, an economy of a company, an organization etc. 

Purposeful integral application of the complementary each other 

integral systems of the economic, informative, manager's, legal, 

psychological and social support can substantially increase the 

efficiency of all types of activities. Thus for the solving of every 
problem the integral system (4.1) is reused, every time filling it 

with specific 15 integral systems {S1}, { S2},.,{ S15}, which correspond 

to the features of the solved problem and characteristics of the 

research object. 

The integral systems can be used in any sphere or a form of 

activity for the solving of problems of effective development of 
countries, regions, cities, companies, organizations etc. 


